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ABSTRACT
Power has become a primary concern for HPC systems. Dynamic
voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) and dynamic concurrency
throttling (DCT) are two software tools (or knobs) for reducing
the dynamic power consumption of HPC systems. To date, few
works have considered the synergistic integration of DVFS and
DCT in performance-constrained systems, and, to the best of our
knowledge, no prior research has developed application-aware si-
multaneous DVFS and DCT controllers in real systems and parallel
programming frameworks. We present a multi-dimensional, on-
line performance predictor, which we deploy to address the prob-
lem of simultaneous runtime optimization of DVFS and DCT on
multi-core systems. We present results from an implementation
of the predictor in a runtime library linked to the Intel OpenMP
environment and running on an actual dual-processor quad-core
system. We show that our predictor derives near-optimal settings
of the power-aware program adaptation knobs that we consider.
Our overall framework achieves significant reductions in energy
(19% mean) and ED2 (40% mean), through simultaneous power
savings (6% mean) and performance improvements (14% mean).
We also find that our framework outperforms earlier solutions that
adapt only DVFS or DCT, as well as one that sequentially applies
DCT then DVFS. Further, our results indicate that prediction-based
schemes for runtime adaptation compare favorably and typically
improve upon heuristic search-based approaches in both perfor-
mance and energy savings.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.1.4 [Processor Architectures]: [Parallel Architectures]; D.4.1
[Operating Systems]: Process Management—Concurrency; D.4.8
[Operating Systems]: Performance—Modeling and prediction

General Terms
Management, Measurement, Performance
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1. INTRODUCTION
Multi-core processors can trade parallelism and performance for

reduced power consumption through software control of the num-
ber of active cores and power-aware workload distribution between
cores [18]. In workload execution phases with limited scalability,
controlling concurrency and workload distribution produces sub-
stantial energy savings with no performance penalty. Occasionally,
throttling concurrency provides a performance gain by reducing
contention between threads for shared resources such as memory
bandwidth. Conserving cores at runtime can be a valuable opti-
mization for emerging processors with hundreds of cores [1]. Re-
cent studies indicate that less than half of industrial-strength paral-
lel codes scale to hundreds of conventional single-core processors
and only a handful scale to thousands of processors [13]. Thus,
conserving cores, either for power saving purposes, or for other
purposes, such as consolidation or fault tolerance [15], are viable
alternatives to unconstrained parallelization.

Dynamic concurrency throttling (DCT), which adapts the level
of concurrency at runtime based on execution properties, is
a software-controlled mechanism, or knob, for runtime power-
performance adaptation on systems with multi-core processors.
Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) provides a second
knob. While earlier research has significantly advanced the under-
standing of performance and power implications of DVFS [11, 19]
and DCT [4], less emphasis has been placed on integrating DVFS
and DCT in a unified power-performance adaptation framework. In
particular, these techniques have not yet been applied in synergy to
real HPC systems and applications, neither have they been consid-
ered in the context of parallel programming models and runtime
environments.

Combined approaches for simultaneous DVFS and DCT in par-
allel applications have been explored recently via hardware simu-
lation, using empirical search algorithms [18]. This study clearly
demonstrated that runtime adaptation of concurrency and volt-
age/frequency in iterative parallel applications can achieve high-
performance, power-efficient execution. Unfortunately, even with
only two power-performance adaptation knobs available in soft-
ware, the search space for adaptation can grow to unmanageable
proportions. An M -core processor with L voltage/frequency lev-
els presents a power-performance adaptation search space of size
O(L ·M). If we assume that for a given degree of concurrency,
performance is sensitive to the placement of threads on cores, for
example due to asymmetry in the core architecture or asymmetry
in resource sharing between groups of cores, the space grows to
O(L · 2M ). We cannot reasonably search this space, even with a
modest number of cores and power states, particularly at runtime.
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This paper presents a framework for multi-dimensional, online,
software-controlled, and HPC-constrained power-performance
adaptation on systems based on multi-core processors. The frame-
work provides transparent runtime adaptation of HPC codes and re-
quires only a trivial code instrumentation step. Its key component,
a dynamic multi-dimensional performance predictor, statistically
analyzes samples of hardware event rates collected from perfor-
mance monitors and predicts the performance impact of any thread
mapping and any DCT and DVFS levels available on the system
(either combined or in isolation). We base the statistical analy-
sis on a rigorous regression model that is trained from samples
of the power-performance adaptation search space collected from
real workloads. We derive a phase-aware performance prediction
model with low runtime overhead, which dynamically adjusts DCT,
DVFS, and thread placement at the granularity of program phases,
regardless of input. The model usually predicts the optimal system
configuration to execute each phase—occasional small errors lead
it to choose a near optimal configuration instead—thereby achiev-
ing performance gains and energy savings.

We present a functioning software prototype of our framework
linked with the Intel OpenMP runtime environment and evaluate it
through physical experimentation on a system with two quad-core
Intel Xeon processors. The model derivation and training are auto-
mated and portable across multi-core processors. Further, the asso-
ciated software prototype is based on portable components, specif-
ically PAPI and OpenMP.

Through derivation and evaluation of our prototype, this paper
contributes answers to several important questions:
• Can statistical performance models based on hardware

event counters accurately predict performance with multi-
dimensional input parameters—more specifically, the num-
ber of cores, mapping of threads to cores, and processor
voltage/frequency—across a large space of untested system
configurations?
• Can prediction-based models achieve as good or better re-

sults than heuristic search methods that time the phases of
the program on sample configurations for multi-dimensional
power-performance adaptation?
• Do prediction-based model costs prevent their use for online

power-performance adaptation, given multiple knobs?
• Can we prune the optimization space for prediction-based

power-performance adaptation during model training and
during model actuation to derive effective adaptation frame-
works without prohibitive development and training costs?
• Which power-performance adaptation knob—DCT or

DVFS—is more critical with respect to power-efficiency,
assuming no tolerance for performance loss in an HPC
environment?
• What are the synergistic effects of applying these knobs si-

multaneously, if any?
Our experimental results demonstrate that simultaneous phase-

aware prediction of the performance impact of DVFS and DCT
can achieve significant energy and energy-delay2 (ED2) savings
(19% mean and 40% mean respectively for the NAS benchmarks).
In nearly all applications we tested, the energy gains come with
simultaneous power savings (6% mean) and performance improve-
ment (14% mean). Since our prediction schemes converge rapidly
to optimal or near-optimal system configurations for parallel ex-
ecution phases, they typically outperform exhaustive or heuristic
search strategies and scale better than search strategies to many
cores. We further show experimentally that a unified 2-dimensional
DVFS-DCT predictor achieves both higher energy savings and per-
formance gain, compared to a predictor that first predicts DCT and
then DVFS, or either in isolation. We also show that our framework

achieves substantial performance and energy gains over a transpar-
ent, OS-level DVFS tool based on ACPI. We conclude that users
in performance-sensitive settings should apply the unified model
of DVFS and DCT to sustain high performance and to obtain near
maximum energy savings. Last, our results show that prediction-
based power-performance adaptation schemes come very close to
optimal static execution schemes, which can be derived only post-
facto, after exhaustive experimentation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
background and preliminary concepts. Section 3 presents our
model of multi-dimensional power-performance prediction. Sec-
tion 4 outlines the implementation of our prediction model in a real
software prototype. Section 5 presents our experimental analysis
from a system with two quad-core Intel Xeon processors. Section 6
discusses related work and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. PRELIMINARIES
We provide the theoretical foundation for our performance pre-

dictor for systems with multiple multi-core processors. Since dif-
ferent mappings of a set of threads to cores may yield significant
performance variation, we differentiate the number and the topol-
ogy of the cores on each processor, as well as the number and topol-
ogy of the processors during performance prediction. For example,
on a system with multiple Intel Xeon quad-core processors, we dif-
ferentiate between pairs of cores that share the L2 cache on the
same processor, pairs of cores that do not share the L2 cache on the
same processor, and pairs of cores that lie on different processors.

We assume that we can set each processor of the system to exe-
cute at an independent voltage/frequency level chosen from a pre-
determined set by a privileged instruction. We assume global volt-
age and frequency scaling for each processor as a whole, as op-
posed to per core, since this technology is readily available on com-
mercially available multi-core processors. We conduct physical ex-
perimentation, using hardware timers and power meters to measure
performance and energy respectively. Our modeling methodology
does not preclude and can be generalized to local (per-core) DVFS
schemes.

We decompose parallel workloads into phases, where each phase
executes parallel computation using a potentially variable number
of threads and completes at a synchronization point, such as a bar-
rier, or a critical section. While DVFS is entirely transparent and
can be applied to any code region, we cannot apply DCT to arbi-
trary parallel code regions without violating correctness. In princi-
ple, codes written in a shared-memory model where parallel com-
putation is independent of the number of threads, are amenable
to DCT without correctness considerations. The vast majority of
OpenMP codes meet this requirement for processor-independence,
as do the workloads that we use in this paper (NAS benchmarks).
Other ongoing research efforts are addressing DCT in other pro-
gramming models, such as MPI [10].

Our contribution involves a modeling/prediction component and
a runtime actuation component. The first component predicts per-
formance for each phase of parallel code under all feasible concur-
rency configurations and global voltage/frequency settings, with in-
put from samples of hardware event counters collected at runtime.
We use it at the boundaries of execution phases as the program ex-
ecutes. The predictor correlates hardware event counter samples,
concurrency configurations (number and mapping of threads to
cores), and voltage/frequency settings with whole system instruc-
tion throughput. Without loss of generality, we derive predictions
for the fixed optimality criterion of minimizing energy without in-
creasing runtime, which best meets the requirements of HPC envi-
ronments. We use our predictions in the actuation component on
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a per phase basis to minimize energy consumption under this rigid
performance constraint.

3. EMPIRICAL MODEL DERIVATION
We present runtime performance predictors that estimate per-

formance in response to changing the settings of two power-
performance knobs, DCT and DVFS, where we differentiate be-
tween alternative available topologies for mapping threads to cores
at any given DCT level. We refer to each combination of frequency
and concurrency configuration available on the system as a hard-
ware configuration, or more simply a configuration. The predictors
use input from execution samples collected at runtime on specific
configurations to predict the performance on other, untested con-
figurations. We estimate performance for each phase in terms of
useful instructions per second, or uIPC, which is the IPC with in-
structions used for parallelization or synchronization omitted. By
using uIPC predictions, we exploit opportunities to save power
primarily by scaling the memory-bound parts of the actual com-
putation to reduce contention and to exploit slack due to memory
or parallelization stalls. The input from the sample configurations
consists of the useful IPC (uIPCs), as well as a set of n hard-
ware event rates (e(1..n,s)) observed for the particular phase on the
sample configuration s, where each event rate e(i,s) is calculated
as the number of occurrences of event i divided by the number of
elapsed cycles during the execution of configuration s. The model
predicts uIPC on a given target configuration t, which we denote
by uIPCt.

3.1 Baseline Prediction Model
Our predictor model uses uIPCs to estimate the effect of the ob-

served event rates that produce the resulting value of uIPCt. The
event rates capture the utilization of particular hardware resources
that represent scalability bottlenecks, thereby providing insight into
the likely impact of hardware utilization and contention on scala-
bility. Although the model can include multiple sample configura-
tions, we begin by describing the simplest case of a single sample
and build up the model from there. We model uIPCt scalability
as a linear function as follows:

uIPCt = uIPCs · αt(e(1..n,s)) + εt (1)

Equation 1, reflects the dependence of the function αt and the
constant term εt on the particular target configuration. That is, we
model each target configuration t through coefficients that capture
the varying effects of hardware utilization at different degrees of
concurrency, different mappings of threads to cores, or different
voltage/frequency levels. In effect, α() scales up or down the ob-
served uIPCs on the sample configuration based on the observed
values of the event rates on the same configuration, to attain uIPCt

on any of the target configurations. The observed event rates deter-
mine how much we scale uIPCs as a linear combination of the
sample configuration event rates as depicted in Equation 2:

αt(e(1..n,s)) =

nX
i=1

(x(t,i) · e(i,s) + y(t,i)) + zt (2)

The model’s intuition is that changes in event rates indicate vary-
ing resource utilization and contention, resulting in either positive
or negative effects on uIPCs, which the model represents through
positive or negative coefficients. While the relationship between
event rates and uIPC may not be strictly linear, a linear model
can represent this relationship well [6, 14, 22]. We estimate the
specific coefficients through multivariate linear regression as dis-
cussed further in Section 3.3. By using an empirical model, we

greatly simplify the retraining process required for new architec-
tures since we automatically infer the model from a set of training
samples rather than through a detailed architectural description. We
combine Equations 1 and 2, to derive the following equation for
uIPC on a particular target configuration t using a single sample
configuration as:

uIPCt = uIPCs ·
nX

i=1

(x(i,t) · e(i,s)) + uIPCs · γt + εt (3)

Therefore, estimating the value of uIPCt is equivalent to the
proper approximation of the coefficients x(i,t), the constant term
εt, and γt. The γt variable is the sum of a collection of terms from
αt that represent a coefficient for uIPCs itself, independent of the
values of (e(1..n,s)), and defined as

Pn
i=1(y(t,i)) + zt.

3.2 Model Extensions
While the baseline prediction model can be effective for DCT [5,

6], we refine it to improve model accuracy and extend the model to
predict performance with multi-dimensional input. Our first ex-
tension models uIPCt as a linear combination of multiple sam-
ple configurations from the configuration space. In the context of
DVFS and DCT, each sample configuration uses a different num-
ber of threads bound to different execution units in the machine,
at potentially different voltage and frequency levels. Thus, each
sample configuration provides some additional insight into execu-
tion on other, untested configurations. The use of multiple samples
allows the model to "learn" more about each program phase’s ex-
ecution properties that determine performance on alternative con-
figurations. The actual selection of the samples can be statistical
(e.g., uniform), or empirical, i.e., using some architectural insight
such as the number of cores sharing an L2 cache on each socket.
Equation 4 presents the model extended to two samples, with an
additional term λ to capture interaction between samples which we
describe next.

uIPCt = uIPCs1 · α(t,s1)(e(1..n,s1)) +

uIPCs2 · α(t,s2)(e(1..n,s2)) +

λt(e(1..n,S)) + εt (4)

Using multiple samples allows us to analyze the relationship be-
tween each configuration. We include an interaction term for the
product of two events in the linear model to capture the relation-
ship statistically. For simplicity, we only consider possible inter-
actions between the same event across multiple configurations, in-
cluding the product of uIPC on each sample configuration. Thus,
our model considers the interplay between multiple configurations.
Specifically, we define the interaction term for a model using two
samples as Equation 5 shows:

λt(1..n, S) =

nX
i=1

(µ(t,i) · e(i,s1) · e(i,s2)) +

µ(t,IPC) · uIPCs1 · uIPCs2 + ιt (5)

The interaction term λt linearly combines the products of each
event across configurations, as well as that of uIPC. In Equa-
tion 5, µ is the target-configuration-specific coefficient for each
event pair and ι is the event rate independent term in the model.

On architectures with very large, complex configuration spaces,
we may need to use even more sample configurations. We can ex-
tend our model to an arbitrary collection of samples, S, of size |S|,
to support such a situation, as follows:

uIPCt =

|S|X
i=1

(uIPCi · α(t,i)(e(1..n,i))) + λt(e(1..n,S)) + εt (6)
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While using more samples generally increases model accuracy,
it also increases sampling overhead. We address the selection of S
in terms of specific configurations as well as its size in Section 3.6.

We generalize the term λt further to account for the interaction
between events across |S| samples as follows:

λt(e(1..n,S)) =

nX
i=1

(

|S|−1X
j=1

(

|S|X
k=j+1

(µ(t,i,j,k) · e(i,j) · e(i,k)))) +

|S|−1X
j=1

(

|S|X
k=j+1

(µ(t,j,k,IPC) · uIPCj · uIPCk)) + ιt (7)

To further improve model accuracy, we apply variance stabiliza-
tion in the form of a square-root transformation to the data to re-
duce the correlation between the residuals and the fitted values, as
is done by Lee, et al. [16]. That is, we take the square-root of each
term, as well as the response variable, before applying the model.
This process results in a more accurate model by reducing model
error for the largest and smallest fitted values and by causing resid-
uals to follow a normal distribution more closely.

3.3 Offline Model Training
We use multivariate linear regression on phases from a set of

training benchmarks to approximate the coefficients in our model.
We record the uIPC and a predefined collection of event rates
while executing each training benchmark’s phases on all configu-
rations. We use multiple linear regression on these values to learn
the patterns in the effects of sample configuration event rates on the
resulting uIPC on the target configuration, with each phase’s data
serving as a training point. Specifically, the uIPC, the product of
IPC and each event rate, and the interaction terms on the sample
configurations serve as independent variables and the uIPC on
each target configuration serves as the dependent variable, in ac-
cordance with the above equations. We develop a model separately
for each target configuration, deriving sets of coefficients indepen-
dently. We select training benchmarks empirically, to include vari-
ation in properties such as scalability and memory-boundedness.

Testing all sample and target configurations offline for training
purposes may become a time consuming process on architectures
with many processing elements and/or many layers of parallelism.
To combat this, we prune the target configuration space, using in-
sight on the target system architecture. Specifically, we eliminate
symmetric cases in thread binding as well as unbalanced bindings
of threads. We also assume that the voltage/frequency of all dies
in the system is set simultaneously to the same setting, to better
support parallel codes and avoid load imbalance during parallel ex-
ecution phases. On processors that feature hundreds of cores, it
may become necessary to further reduce the search space during
model training to limit offline overhead, for example by uniform
sampling of the system configurations used for training. At current
multi-core system scales, the training process using a fully auto-
mated system for our approach takes approximately five hours and
scales up linearly with the number of possible configurations.

3.4 Event Selection Process
The model requires feedback from hardware event rates in or-

der to predict performance across configurations accurately. Thus,
we must identify particular event rates that result in high prediction
accuracy. Unfortunately, the particular events that most reflect the
performance impact of power knob settings are not always obvi-
ous. To select the events to use with our model, we use correlation
analysis to determine which event rates on the sample configuration
are most strongly correlated with the target IPCs. Then we select
the top n events from the sorted list. We determine the number of

events to use, n, based on how many event registers are available
on the target architecture. The event selection process is statistical
and automated, therefore portable across multi-core processors.

3.5 Predicting Across Multiple Dimensions
We can apply our model to predict the performance effects of

DCT and DVFS independently, or across simultaneous changes
in the settings of both power knobs. To predict for simultaneous
changes, we collect samples at points along the two-dimensional
space by varying the configuration along each prediction dimen-
sion. While we could predict along one dimension at a time by
selecting the optimal configuration in each dimension sequentially,
predicting along both dimensions simultaneously avoids blind-
spots in the predictions. The former strategy only predicts along
the second dimension at the decided optimal level of the first di-
mension, whereas the second strategy is more likely to find the
globally optimal configuration along both dimensions since it con-
siders all combinations of both dimensions. We can generalize the
model to predict performance in a configuration space of higher
dimensions, and we can prune the space through uniform or other
sampling schemes to reduce model training overhead.

3.6 Selecting Sample Configurations
Although we could randomly sample the configurations to re-

duce training and runtime search overhead, intuitively some config-
urations reveal specific architectural bottlenecks to scalability and
performance. That is, certain configurations provide further insight
into utilization of shared caches and memory bandwidth, and, thus,
are stronger predictors than others. We therefore consider archi-
tectural properties while selecting the configurations that will best
serve the prediction model.

When predicting along a single dimension (i.e., concurrency or
DVFS-level), we use a single sample configuration at the maxi-
mum concurrency and frequency available. When predicting along
two dimensions, in addition to sampling at maximum concurrency
and frequency, we draw two more samples from points where con-
currency is halved—with different mappings of the halved concur-
rency to cores—and frequency is reduced to the next lower avail-
able setting. This technique allows us to limit the number of sam-
ples, while providing input for the predictor along each dimension.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented our multi-dimensional prediction model

within a runtime library to perform online adaptation of DVFS and
DCT. We target parallel applications from the HPC domain with an
iterative structure, such that each program phase is executed many
times. We exploit this property to collect hardware event rates dur-
ing the first few executions of each phase to serve as input for the
model. We hardcode the model itself into the runtime system by
programming the coefficients derived during the training process
for a particular model into the library. The runtime system fa-
cilitates online predictions of performance based on the collected
hardware event rates.

Our library targets power-performance adaptation of OpenMP
applications and is implemented using only portable components.
To use our library, applications are instrumented with function calls
around each adaptable phase, which are delimited as OpenMP par-
allel regions. At runtime, the library controls the execution of each
phase in terms of the number of threads, their placement on cores,
and the DVFS level selected by the predictor for global use. Dur-
ing the sampling phase, configurations are set appropriately and
event rates are collected automatically by the library. We use the
omp_set_num_threads() call to set concurrency within OpenMP
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and thread bindings with the Linux processor affinity system call,
sched_setaffinity(). We record hardware event rates with PAPI [2].
We set DVFS levels using the cpufrequtils library, specifically us-
ing the sysfs_set_frequency() call. After making predictions, the
library uses the predicted optimal configurations for all subsequent
traversals of each phase.

Several forms of adaptation are possible through our runtime li-
brary. The simplest ones optimize either DCT or DVFS but not both
during a given run by using the corresponding model to predict the
effects of the selected power-performance knob. We consider two
mechanisms to adapt both DCT and DVFS in a single program run.
First, we apply the two individual models sequentially to adapt first
concurrency and then apply DVFS accordingly on the cores that
are kept active. We refer to this model as the sequential prediction
model. Second, we create a new model that simultaneously predicts
changes in both concurrency and frequency, which we refer to as
the unified prediction model.

When adapting DCT, the library can compare configurations
simply using the predicted uIPC. However, when considering
DVFS, including the hybrid approaches, we must be careful to en-
sure valid performance comparisons. A problem arises here be-
cause at lower frequencies each cycle lasts longer, which causes
higher IPCs to occur at lower frequencies while the program actu-
ally runs slower. For this reason, we calculate instructions per sec-
ond before making comparisons using the known frequency levels.

A program may have phases that are of too fine granularity to
benefit from adaptation using either DVFS or DCT, as the over-
head of performing adaptation can exceed its benefits. We have em-
pirically identified a threshold of one million cycles, below which
we simply use the currently active configuration when entering a
phase. In practice, most application phases are much longer than
the selected threshold; however short phases do exist and may dis-
tort performance significantly, if their locally optimal configura-
tions differ from the optimal configurations of adjacent dominant
phases.

5. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we evaluate our multi-dimensional prediction

model. We begin with a brief description of the experimental setup.
Next, we analyze the scalability of the benchmarks on our target
machine. Then, we evaluate the model of performance prediction
used to apply DVFS and DCT. Finally, we compare the benefits
of applying DVFS and DCT independently and synergistically, in
terms of both performance and energy benefits.

5.1 Experimental Setup
Our experimental platform has two Intel Xeon E5320 quad-core

processors, for a total of eight cores. Each of two pairs of cores
within a chip shares a 4MB L2 cache, creating an asymmetry in
scheduling decisions in that two threads can be scheduled on a
single chip in two different ways, with cache sharing and without
it. Each core operates at a maximum frequency of 1.86GHz, with
the possibility of reducing to 1.60GHz. The system has a 1066
MHz FSB, contains 4GB of memory, and runs Linux kernel ver-
sion 2.6.22. In all experiments, full system energy is collected per
run using a Watts Up Pro power meter, and the average power con-
sumption is computed based on the execution time and total energy
consumption.

We experimented with benchmarks representative of parallel ap-
plications from the HPC domain. Specifically, we use seven bench-
marks from the OpenMP version of the NAS Parallel Benchmarks
suite (3.1), compiled at class size B. The benchmarks have large
variation in several interesting execution properties, including num-

ber of phases, scalability (global and per phase), compute- and
memory-boundedness of phases, number of loop iterations, and
computational intensity, thus making prediction challenging.

5.2 Application Scalability Analysis
Before evaluating DVFS- and DCT-based adaptation using per-

formance prediction, we briefly analyze the scalability of the ap-
plications on our platform. To do so, we execute each application
under all symmetric configurations on the experimental platform
and record the execution time. Figure 1 presents the scalability re-
sults on our dual-processor, quad-core Intel Xeon system. As stated
earlier, two threads on a single chip can execute with shared or pri-
vate caches on this architecture. We use the notation 2s to indicate
a shared cache and 2p to indicate private caches on our graphs. The
notation (X , Y ) denotes non-adaptive execution with X proces-
sors and Y cores per processor, and later an additional term Z is
included to indicate the DVFS level used.

Figure 1 shows that, in general, applications are far from scaling
perfectly on the target platform. In particular, only one applica-
tion achieves its best performance using all 8 cores. We observe
essentially three categories of scalability in our experiments. First
are those applications that manage reasonable speedup through the
utilization of additional cores (BT, FT, and UA). Second are ap-
plications that incur a non-negligible performance loss when using
more cores (IS and MG). Third are applications that neither sub-
stantially gain or lose performance from higher concurrency (CG
and SP). Energy consumption generally increases with more cores.

The most energy-efficient configuration coincides with the most
performance-efficient configuration for 4 out of the 7 benchmarks
(BT, CG, FT, and IS). For 3 benchmarks (MG, UA, SP), the user
can use fewer than the performance-optimal number of cores, to
achieve substantial energy savings, at a marginal performance loss.
We also observe that for a given number of threads, performance
can be very sensitive to the mapping of threads to cores (e.g. BT,
FT, and SP when executed with 2 or 4 threads). Even if perfor-
mance is insensitive to the mapping of threads to cores, power can
be sensitive to the mapping of threads to cores. In MG, for exam-
ple, distributing two threads onto cores that do not share L2 cache,
but are on the same die, is imperceptibly less performance-efficient,
but significantly more energy-efficient than distributing two threads
across two processors.

We attribute the observed poor scalability of several bench-
marks to memory contention, at all levels of the memory hierar-
chy. Specifically, two cores sharing a cache rarely benefit from
data sharing, but rather suffer from destructive interference in the
form of increased conflict misses between threads. Further, addi-
tional threads produce a higher demand on main memory, produc-
ing contention at the shared front-side bus. These issues combine
to limit scalability most in applications that are memory intensive
and have primary or secondary working sets too large to fit into
on-chip cache space.

5.3 Performance Prediction Evaluation
We selected a single benchmark to train the model, trading po-

tentially higher prediction accuracy for less training time. Specifi-
cally, we used NAS-UA to perform training. UA has a large num-
ber of phases and widely varying execution characteristics on a per
phase basis, including IPC, scalability, locality, and granularity. We
have also used extended training sets with more benchmarks, but
we do not present those results, since they did not notably improve
model accuracy compared to our reduced training set. We selected
sample configurations for each model to maximize the amount of
information available to the model. For the DVFS model, we se-
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Figure 1: Execution time (bars) and energy consumption (lines) of the benchmarks across all configurations. The notation (X , Y )
denotes non-adaptive execution with X processors and Y cores per processor. The configurations with the best performance and
energy for each benchmark are marked with stripes and a diamond respectively.
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Figure 2: Cumulative distribution functions of prediction accu-
racy of the three prediction models.

lected a single sample at maximum frequency within each given
threading configuration. We selected two samples for DCT: (1,3)
and (2,4). Finally, for the unified DVFS-DCT model, we selected
three sample configurations: (1,2p,2), (2,2s,1), and (2,4,2), where
the third term indicates the frequency level with the lower num-
ber representing the lower frequency. These sample configurations
were selected as outlined in Section 3.6 to provide data along each
dimension of adaptation. In all cases, we made predictions for all
configurations not sampled.

Using many events can benefit the model, however current pro-
cessors severely limit the maximum number of events that we si-
multaneously record, while multiplexing many events on the avail-
able event registers has a significant overhead and limited accuracy.
Thus, we set the number of events used in our model to the number
supported in the hardware. On our experimental platform, only two
event registers are available, and one must always be used to collect
uIPC which is mandatory with our model. For all three models,
the statistically selected auxiliary event with the highest correlation
with target IPC in the training data was L1 data cache accesses.

We derived the model coefficients offline using linear regression
on samples of event rates and uIPC on each configuration from the
training benchmark. Figure 2 shows the percent of predicted sam-
ples for each model with error less than a particular threshold indi-
cated on the x-axis. The results demonstrate high accuracy of the
model in all three cases. In particular, the DVFS model yields a me-
dian error of only 3.0% (4.2% mean), the DCT model a median of
7.3% (11.2% mean), and the unified model a median of 6.1% (9.5%
mean). We note that prediction is performed with input from 1, 2,
or 3 sample configurations for the remaining of 20 possible config-
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Figure 4: Geometric means of the benefits of adaptation
through various strategies. The adaptive strategies with the
best mean performance and energy are marked with stripes
and a large diamond respectively.

urations on our platform. The higher accuracy of predicting DVFS
than DCT results from a simpler set of effects in changing DVFS
levels that our model captures easily, while DCT has complicated
performance effects, due to the irregular, non-monotonic scalabil-
ity patterns of many phases. Of the 20 possible configurations, the
unified model correctly identifies the single best configuration in
35% of phases, one of the top three in 51.3% of phases, and in
only 7% of phases are any of the ten worst configurations incor-
rectly selected. The predicted optimal configuration is on average
6.1% slower than the true optimal configuration. These results in-
dicate that the model is an accurate means of attaining performance
estimates to tune power-performance parameters without requiring
potentially expensive empirical searches. The results compare fa-
vorably with similar empirical models [6, 16].

5.4 Evaluation of DCT and DVFS Adaptation
In this section, we evaluate the use of our prediction models

in conjunction with runtime adaptation on multithreaded scientific
codes. We begin by comparing the use of only DVFS or DCT.
We then analyze two schemes for adapting both DVFS and DCT,
specifically applying them sequentially or in a unified manner. Fi-
nally, we compare prediction-based adaptation against the use of
empirical search in identifying optimal configurations. Figure 3
presents the results of adaptation through the various mechanisms
for each benchmark, Figure 4 shows the geometric mean of the nor-
malized energy and execution time results, and Figure 5 gives the
geometric mean of ED2. ED2 represents the product of energy
consumption and the square of execution time, which is a common
metric for energy-efficiency in high performance computing.
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Figure 3: Results of adaptation through various techniques. The group of bars left of the divider represent static configurations and
those right of the divider are the adaptive strategies. The adaptive strategies with the best mean performance and energy are marked
with stripes and a large diamond respectively.
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We compare the various strategies against the results of "static
executions" that use a single configuration for the entire execution.
We specifically compare to using full concurrency and frequency
(static) and to the best performing of all static executions (static
optimal). Clearly, we derive the static optimal post-facto: we could
not know it online in practice without exhaustive offline execution
of each application on all configurations, for each specific input.
We use static optimal as a potentially unrealistic, baseline of com-
parison for the other strategies. The static optimal, however, is not
necessarily the overall optimal execution point, as each phase may
have its own dynamic optimal configuration. We do not consider
this possibility as its identification requires exponential time, mak-
ing it unrealistic even for offline use.

5.4.1 Adaptation using one knob
In this analysis, we make adaptation decisions by selecting

the configuration with the highest predicted performance, because
HPC applications in general must maintain maximum performance.
The results of applying DVFS using the model support the intuition
that DVFS is generally unable to improve performance compared
to simply using all available cores at maximum frequency. The lit-
erature includes corner cases of memory-bound phases where this
assumption is violated and scaling down frequency can marginally
improve execution time [8], but these phases are rare exceptions.
Specifically, our experiments reveal no benefit in terms of perfor-
mance or energy from adapting to the DVFS level with the highest
predicted performance. Without allowing for some loss in perfor-
mance, DVFS does not generally benefit energy consumption.

On the other hand, using DCT with the prediction model pro-
vides substantial benefits in execution time (10.8% mean savings),
power consumption (2.7% mean savings), energy consumption
(13.2% mean savings), and ED2 (31.0% mean savings) compared
to the static execution with all cores active. Despite the advantages
of DCT, mispredictions for two benchmarks result in an observed
increase in execution time—BT by 1.3% and SP by 4.2%. How-
ever, both benchmarks still manage energy savings of 4.1% and
2.6%, respectively, because of the reduced power consumed by the
fewer active cores. In contrast, the largest benefit occurs with IS
which sees a 40.7% reduction in energy consumption. When com-
pared to the static optimal execution, DCT is within 8.0% mean
performance and even surpasses that performance with CG by 2.0%
due to phase-awareness. These results indicate that at least at the
scale of a few multi-core processors integrated on a single node,
DCT is the more suitable of the two power-performance knobs
for use in the HPC domain, since it can improve performance and
energy-efficiency by substantial margins simultaneously.

5.4.2 Adaptation using two knobs
We can combine the two power-performance knobs in multiple

ways. First, we consider applying them sequentially. We first apply
DCT and then DVFS on the active cores in each phase rather than
the other way around, since DCT has a clear advantage over DVFS
in reducing power while improving performance, as exhibited in
our earlier experiments. We note that this may not be necessar-
ily true in other experimental platforms that allow more fine-grain
control of voltage/frequency. Since we make decisions to maxi-
mize predicted IPC and our platform has only two DVFS levels
with a small frequency difference, DVFS adds very little benefit to
DCT alone, and no reduction in execution time compared to DCT
alone occurs. However, DVFS reduces power and energy consump-
tion by 2.7% and 2.6% respectively beyond DCT alone on average,
by identifying several isolated phases to reduce frequency without
negatively impacting performance, resulting in a cumulative mean
improvement in ED2 of 34.3% relative to using all cores.

The major advantage of the unified prediction approach is that
it eliminates blind-spots in the configuration space during the pre-
diction process. Whereas sequential application of DVFS and DCT
will only evaluate DVFS options on the decided DCT level, the uni-
fied approach considers all possible values of each parameter at a
single stage. Further, the unified scheme uses the same number of
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execution samples as the sequential approach, however it uses all
samples for both DVFS and DCT models, instead of dividing them.

Because of its advantages over the sequential approach, the uni-
fied scheme improves performance by 2.8% and reduces energy
by 3.0% (geometric mean improvements over the sequential ap-
proach). When compared to the default execution using maximum
concurrency and frequency, the advantages of unified adaptation
become even clearer. Specifically, we see an 13.7% speedup simul-
taneous with a 5.9% reduction in power consumption, resulting in
an overall reduction in energy consumption of 18.8% and ED2 of
39.5% (geometric mean improvements over static execution on all
cores). In fact, all benchmarks experience improved performance
and reduced energy consumption, and the unified scheme achieves
the lowest execution time in three of six cases and the lowest en-
ergy consumption in four of six cases. Even when compared to
the oracle-derived executions on the static optimal configuration
for each benchmark, unified adaptation achieves energy consump-
tion within 2.4% and performance within 5.1% (geometric means),
and better performance by 2.3% in the case of BT due to identi-
fication of improved per-phase configurations. This indicates that
prediction models are both viable and effective in addressing the
multi-dimensional adaptation problem.

5.4.3 Comparison with existing DVFS approach
Ondemand is an existing tool for automatically applying DVFS

that also uses hardware performance monitors for guidance [23].
Ondemand is an in-kernel tool that works by monitoring dynamic
application CPU utilization to reduce processor frequency at times
of low load and uses the same frequtils interface as we exploit. On-
demand, and most other similar tools, uses Intel ACPI, which is
an interface to allow changes in DVFS levels and processor power
states when idle, with transition criteria determined by the adap-
tation system. We applied Ondemand in modes similar to our
DVFS adaptation only and our Sequential strategies, through which
we achieved similar results (within 1% for energy consumption
and nearly identical run time). These results demonstrate that our
DVFS scheme is competitive with state of the art DVFS tools. More
importantly, it does not alter our fundamental observation that inte-
grated DCT and DVFS adaptation provides the best overall results.

5.4.4 Prediction vs. search approaches
We have also implemented two empirical search approaches to

identify optimal DVFS and DCT configurations. The first of these
performs an exhaustive search of the configuration space before
making a decision, while measuring the execution time of phases
with each configuration. This approach does not require any offline
training, so the programmer can use it with minimal effort. How-
ever, the online overhead of testing many possible configurations
stands to reduce any potential benefit of adaptation considerably,
which is what occurs in practice. The exhaustive search method re-
duces execution time by 3.5%, power by 4.0%, energy by 7.3%,
and ED2 by 13.7%, well below the savings of our prediction-
based techniques. Exhaustive search proves superior to prediction
schemes in SP, which executes 400 workload-invariant iterations.

For comparison purposes we also consider a heuristic search ap-
proach, based on a binary search of the configuration space, sim-
ilar to the approach evaluated by Li and Martinez [18]. A fair di-
rect comparison between our prediction models and the approach
discussed previously [18] is not possible, since contrary to the
simulation-based study in previous work, our evaluation was con-
ducted on a real system with a different workload (NAS bench-
marks), and adaptation through binary search was implemented by
timing the execution time of phases during a single run instead of

over multiple runs of each benchmark. Nevertheless, we believe
that our comparison can still provide some useful insight on the ap-
propriateness of heuristic search and prediction-based approaches
to dynamic program adaptation.

Our implementation of binary search begins by executing at
full concurrency and frequency, then sequentially performs binary
searches of the concurrency and DVFS dimensions. During the
searches, if a sample is tested with worse performance than the
first sample, concurrency or DVFS is increased in the next tested
sample. This approach has considerably reduced overhead com-
pared to the exhaustive search, because many configurations need
not be tested, resulting in 7.6% better performance and 4.1% lower
energy consumption (geometric mean improvements over exhaus-
tive search). Compared to the static execution, performance is im-
proved by 11.1%, energy by 11.4%, and ED2 by 30.0%, however
power consumption is only reduced by 0.4%. This suggests that a
heuristic search can be effective in the context of adapting DCT and
DVFS at runtime. However, it still falls short of the static optimal
configuration by 7.7% for performance and 9.8% for energy.

The most interesting comparison is between the unified predic-
tion model and binary search. Binary search achieves performance
2.6% worse than the unified prediction approach while consuming
7.4% more energy and seeing a 9.6% increase in ED2 (geometric
mean differences). Binary search suffers from blind-spots that pre-
vent identification of effective configurations at low concurrency
or DVFS levels, which tend to consume less power, so the unified
prediction model can reduce power further, on average by 5.5%.
Binary search does have better performance than the unified model
in two of six cases (FT and SP), however energy consumption is
higher in all but one case (FT). In particular, the results of binary
search suffer for MG and IS because they contain too few itera-
tions to amortize the search overhead, in contrast to BT and SP,
where binary search excels since the applications execute 200 and
400 iterations respectively. As future systems continue to increase
in parallelism as well as the number of DVFS levels available, the
overhead of searching is expected to increase and the relative ben-
efit of prediction is expected to grow.

6. RELATED WORK
Research on software-controlled dynamic power management

has focused extensively on controlling voltage supply and fre-
quency in single-core processors. This research has derived an-
alytical models for DVFS [28], compiler-driven techniques [29],
and control-theoretic approaches [26]. Similar techniques have
been employed to reduce dynamic power management in system
components other than processors, such as RAM [7] and disk [3].
Researchers have recently modeled and analyzed the impact of a
single control knob, either DVFS or concurrency throttling, on dy-
namic power management on shared-memory [6, 11, 20, 24], and
on distributed-memory parallel systems [8, 9, 25].

Our work differs from earlier research on power-aware adapta-
tion using a single knob in several key aspects. First, it achieves
two-dimensional adaptation. Second, it leverages a scalable perfor-
mance prediction model, instead of direct measurements or static
analysis of idle execution intervals. Third, it analyzes the busy in-
tervals of parallel computation to exploit opportunities for power
savings and performance improvement simultaneously, as opposed
to exploiting only slack time to reduce power. Fourth, it uses
a model that is general and versatile: it can accommodate dif-
ferent optimization targets—both performance-centric and energy-
centric—with ease and it is developed with an automated and
portable methodology. In terms of actual implementation, the pro-
posed model leverages phase-aware adaptation at the granularity of
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parallel loops, which has been explored before in compiler-based
DVFS algorithms for multiprocessors [20, 29].

Prediction models for adaptation via concurrency throttling were
introduced by Curtis-Maury, et al [5, 6]. The current work makes
several new contributions in the context of performance prediction
for power-performance adaptation. We consider prediction models
for DVFS and DCT simultaneously, effectively exploring a larger
and more challenging runtime optimization space. We draw com-
parisons between alternative power-performance adaptation meth-
ods and present effective strategies to synthesize multiple power-
performance adaptation methods in software. Furthermore, we pro-
pose methods to generalize multi-dimensional prediction models
using sampling of the target configuration space and significantly
improve prediction accuracy compared to previous work [5, 6], thus
achieving better optimization with zero tolerance for performance
loss. We improve earlier regression models for cross-configuration
prediction [5, 6] through such techniques as variance stabilization,
explicit consideration of event and configuration interactions, and
architecture-aware sampling.

Our contribution shares similar objectives with research pre-
sented by Li and Martinez [18], whose work evaluated search al-
gorithms for DVFS and DCT, so as to meet specific performance
targets under a given power budget. Our work differs in that it
uses statistical prediction models instead of direct search methods
and that it considers only power-performance adaptation schemes
that do not penalize performance, effectively targeting the more
performance-sensitive HPC environments. The use of prediction
makes our contribution an attractive alternative for runtime adapta-
tion, since the number of hardware event counter samples needed
to predict across all concurrency and voltage/frequency configura-
tions of a system can be very small (2–3) compared to the sam-
ples needed by any search strategy. Thus, the performance of
prediction-based adaptation scales more gracefully with the num-
ber of cores and voltage-frequency levels than search methods,
while being highly competitive at small system scales.

Several researchers have previously explored the use of hard-
ware event counters for characterizing performance and power
properties [12, 21, 27]. Our models differ in that they provide
cross-configuration predictions with multi-dimensional inputs, us-
ing hardware event counters. As such, they achieve accurate sta-
tistical correlation between event samples and performance, across
a potentially large and hard to search system configuration space.
In this respect, our work is more closely related to regression and
machine learning methods for performance prediction and design
space exploration on parallel architectures [16, 17]. Both our
contribution and earlier regression-based performance prediction
methods use statistical analysis of the correlation between multiple
parameters and performance. The key difference is that our frame-
work is used for online workload adaptation, rather than for off-line
exhaustive exploration. Our prediction model is simpler than mod-
els used in design space exploration, however it is fast enough to
use in runtime optimization.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The number of cores integrated in a single processor is increas-

ing at an exponential rate; however most applications, even from
the highly specialized HPC domain, can hardly exploit many cores.
We have shown that HPC applications observe performance losses
even beyond modest concurrency levels on an 8-core system. We
presented a model to predict the performance effects of applying
multiple energy saving techniques simultaneously. The model ap-
plies statistical analysis of hardware event rates to estimate how
voltage/frequency scaling and dynamic concurrency throttling in-

fluence performance in application phases and across system con-
figurations. Over a range of benchmarks, our model achieves a
median error of only 6.1% in prediction, in response to simultane-
ous tuning of DVFS and DCT. The high prediction accuracy allows
for the successful identification of efficient operating points and
phase-aware adaptation in HPC applications.

We have applied our model to adapt program execution by reg-
ulating concurrency in conjunction with thread placement, as well
as DVFS levels. Our results indicate that while DVFS on its own is
not ideal for the HPC domain where performance is critical, DCT
is an attractive solution. Further, we find that combining the two
approaches in a synergetic fashion, can simultaneously improve
performance and energy-efficiency relative to either approach in
isolation. Specifically, a unified adaptation model achieves perfor-
mance improvements of 14%, power savings of 6%, energy savings
of 19%, and a 40% reduction in ED2 compared to using all cores
at full frequency, outperforming an approach which sequentially
applies DCT and DVFS. We also compare our prediction model to
methods using exhaustive or binary search that time system config-
urations. We find that while binary search outperforms exhaustive
search, it is inferior to the prediction-based approach due to over-
head and blind-spots. As we scale to more cores and DVFS lev-
els, the overhead of search-based approaches is likely to increase,
widening the advantage of prediction. Since the performance of
prediction-based methods can effectively approximate that of an or-
acle, we conclude they are a viable alternative for future-generation
systems with many cores and fine-grain power control capabilities.

Our work is not without limitations, which we plan to address
in future research. A linear regression model achieves low over-
head for runtime adaptation, at the cost of accuracy. More elabo-
rate models, such as piecewise polynomial approximation or neural
networks, may improve prediction accuracy, at the cost of increased
runtime overhead. A detailed analysis of this trade-off is needed to
draw more accurate conclusions.

Adaptation schemes have both direct and indirect costs while
switching system configurations. Direct costs stem from the ac-
tual switching overhead, while indirect costs stem from gradual
redistribution of the working set of the application between cores
and caches. Our prediction model currently does not account ex-
plicitly for any indirect costs of adaptation. Both the selection of
samples during training/actuation and the configuration interaction
terms in the model need to be revisited to incorporate interference
due to changing configurations between adjacent phases. Prelimi-
nary investigation shows that although cross-phase interference is
not acute on small-scale multi-core systems, it is far more notice-
able on large-scale scalable systems, such as NUMA platforms.

Adaptation capabilities are not readily available in all applica-
tions, as they are often prohibited by the semantics of the program-
ming environment. For example, MPI applications are typically
much harder to implement adaptively than OpenMP applications.
Addressing this issue will require efforts to make parallel program-
ming runtime environments more amenable to dynamic concur-
rency throttling. A readily available but inefficient DCT solution
for MPI applications is the use of core overloading (i.e. mapping
more than one processes per core).
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